APPLICATION FOR FULL MEMBERSHIP 2019 – 2020

*Delete as necessary. PLEASE COMPLETE FULLY AND IN BLOCK CAPITALS

NAME (FIRST/LAST):

DATE OF BIRTH (DD/MM/YY) HEIGHT (METRES) WEIGHT (KILOS) MALE/FEMALE/OTHER*

ADDRESS

POST TOWN COUNTY COUNTRY

POST CODE/ZIP E-MAIL ADDRESS

TELEPHONE NOS. OTHER(S)

1. FULL MEMBERSHIP includes Third Party Liability Insurance of up to £5,000,000 for any one incident and bi-monthly issues of the British Skydiving Journal "Skydive the Mag".

2. The Minimum Age for Skydiving is 16 years.

3. AGREEMENT - You are required to sign the Agreement on the reverse of this application and if you are under 18 years of age your Parent/Guardian must ALSO sign the Agreement (see over).

PLEASE NOTE: British Skydiving membership includes third party insurance which is not valid in the USA or at any parachute training organisation in the UK which is not affiliated to the British Skydiving. A summary of the British Skydiving members’ insurance policy can be found on the British Skydiving website at www.britishskydiving.org and is available from any British Skydiving Affiliated Parachute Training Organisation (PTO) and on request from British Skydiving HQ, telephone 0116 2785271, email: membership@britishskydiving.org

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY CMR date ___________ Batch No. ___________

PAYMENT DETAILS

Full Membership to 31 March 2020, joining in: April - August: £108.86
September: £ 77.76
October: £ 74.01
November: £ 66.07
December: £ 55.95
January: £ 41.81
February/March: £ 31.63

I ENCLOSE a Cheque to the value of £ ___________ (see amounts above) made payable to 'British Skydiving' OR

Please debit my MASTERCARD / VISA / VISA ELECTRON card as follows:
Debit card is the preferred method of payment because it costs British Skydiving less to process a payment received by this method than by credit card or cheque.

Address (If different from above)

Card Number: ___________ Expiry Date ___________

Issue No. (if applicable) ___________ Security Code No. ___________ Valid from Date (if applicable) ___________

Signature ___________ Date ___________

CONTINUED OVER
AGREEMENT

I, the applicant for membership, whose full details appear overleaf, hereby apply for membership of British Skydiving the trading name of the British Parachute Association Limited (BPAL) and I agree as follows:

1. In this agreement the expression "the Association" shall include where the context so admits British Skydiving, any affiliated Parachute Training Organisation (PTO) or other organisation (whether incorporated or not), any instructor, rigger or packer (whether or not employed at any PTO), any other individual or corporate member of British Skydiving and any PTO and any servant or agent of British Skydiving or any PTO. References to the masculine gender shall include the feminine and the singular shall include the plural.

2. In consideration of you accepting me as a member of British Skydiving, I agree that for so long as I shall be and remain a member of British Skydiving and at all times when I am taking part in any skydiving (sport parachuting) or related activity at a British Skydiving affiliated PTO I shall be bound by (a) the BPAL Articles of Association (b) all the Association's rules and regulations particularly safety regulations (c) all lawful instructions given to me by instructors and those put in charge of me on behalf of the Association.

3. I authorise British Skydiving to apply part of my membership fee towards the purchase of Third-Party Liability Insurance through the Association's scheme effective from time to time. Such insurance shall cover my personal and public liability for death or injury to persons and damage to property caused during the course of any skydiving activity undertaken by me. The value and limit of such insurance shall be such minimum figure as British Skydiving may from time to time determine. I understand that British Skydiving membership insurance is not valid in the USA or at any PTO in the United Kingdom which is not affiliated to British Skydiving.

4. Instructors who are members of British Skydiving cannot claim indemnity under the British Skydiving third-party insurance scheme if any PTO for whom they are working at the relevant time is not a participating PTO which has made a contribution to the premiums payable by British Skydiving for such third-party liability insurance. Such instructors are therefore advised to effect their own third-party liability insurance at their own expense.

5. I fully understand and freely acknowledge that skydiving is inherently dangerous regardless of the standard of training, supervision and equipment employed. If I have any doubts or concerns about my ability to comply with my training, I will raise these with my instructor prior to undertaking any skydiving jumps.

6. I agree to notify British Skydiving within three working days of any accident or incident involving a Third Party and resulting from any approved skydiving jump made by me.

7. I voluntarily accept all the risks inherent in the sport and I agree to carry out all skydiving jumps and all activities connected with skydiving strictly in accordance with any instructions or tuition which I may at any time receive from any person authorised by any PTO which is affiliated to British Skydiving to give me such instructions or tuition.

8. Data Protection. British Skydiving will collect, retain and process all the personal data provided in this application and all communications in compliance with the Privacy and Electronic Communication Regulation (PECR) and General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). A copy of our Data Protection Policy is available on our website at www.britishskydiving.org for full data subjects’ rights and our responsibilities.

9. British Skydiving company documents (Notice of AGM, Annual Accounts) are notified to members electronically. If you wish to opt-out of electronic notification in favour of receiving a paper copy, please contact British Skydiving HQ (If you do not supply a current and valid email address, you will be opted-out automatically).

10. I acknowledge the minimum age for skydiving is 16 years and that, if less than 18 years of age, written consent to take part in skydiving activities must be obtained from my parent or legal guardian.

I declare that I am 18 years of age or over / Over 16 and under 18 years of age* (delete as appropriate)

SIGNED ______________________ PRINT NAME ______________________ DATED ______________________

If under 18 years of age, the following must also be completed by the parent or legal guardian of the proposed member.

To: British Skydiving,

I (Name)

of (Address)

being the parent/legal guardian* of the proposed member, who is now aged ______ years, hereby confirm that I have given my permission for the proposed member to make skydiving descents and that I agree to be bound in the same terms as those contained in the agreement signed by the proposed member and set out above.

SIGNED ______________________ PRINT NAME ______________________ DATED ______________________

British Skydiving is the trading name of British Parachute Association Ltd. Registered Office: 5 Wharf Way, Glen Parva, Leicester LE2 9TF. A company limited by guarantee. Registered in England & Wales no: 875429. VAT Reg no 239 4696 20